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Title: Walden: The Ballad of Thoreau
Subject: Language Arts, Music, Social Studies
Length of Lesson: four class periods
Grade Level: 9th-12th Grade
The topic of this lesson is Henry David Thoreau. This lesson plan is designed to explore
the life of Henry David Thoreau and the time he spent on Walden Pond and also the inspiration
and principles of Ralph Waldo Emerson. This lesson encourages students to reflect upon the
notion of what Henry David Thoreau hopes to accomplish, feel and the lifestyle he adopts as a
result of his time on Walden Pond. This lesson will focus on the strong environmental themes
throughout the play, as Henry David Thoreau is celebrated as a founder of the “green
movement”.
Students will watch “Walden, The Ballad of Thoreau”. This lesson plan is designed to educate
students about the history of Henry David Thoreau and specifically his message of protecting
our environment. This lesson will also encourage an appreciation of our environment and an
inspiration to create their own environmental music and art. This lesson will include instructions
which will inform students how to write a Cinquain Poem. The lesson does not limit the art form
to the poem of course, but this guideline is included as a possible option and/or additional
option. The lesson will enable the students to recognize that their music and art encourages a
sense of community which will inspire others to take care of environment. The lesson will allow
students to apply what they learn about Henry David Thoreau into their lives by creating
music/art and realizing the way it will encourage a sense of community and inspire others.
Within the lesson, students will have an opportunity to explore the history of Henry David
Thoreau and his time spent on Walden Pond, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and the strong
environmental theme throughout the play.

Grade Level: 9th-12th
! Objective: Students will develop an understanding of Henry David Thoreau and his time
spent on Walden Pond, his inspiration from Ralph Waldo Emerson, and the strong
environmental themes throughout the play. Students will understand the history and all
that Henry David Thoreau did to inspire the green movement, while also learn the
importance of taking care of our environment, the value of being able to relax and enjoy
nature (in a world that is often so technologically focused), and also the ways that music
and art influence and inspire. This will allow them to learn about history, environmental
issues, and will also allow them to apply this knowledge and creativity to create their own
music and/or art-form. Creativity encouraged through creating their own unique version
of a song. In addition, it is beneficial for students to realize that Thoreau was not a
successful writer initially, but it did not stop him from writing. Students will hopefully be
encouraged by this to create their own art, play music, and/or write.
!

Connection to Standards for 9th -12th grade English Language Arts:
! Students will understand that collaboration involves sharing new ideas with
others. Shared knowledge is a community-building process, and the meaning of
research/investigation takes on greater relevance in the context of the learner's society.
Comparing notes, discussing conclusions, and sharing experiences are all examples of
this process in action
! In formal speaking situations, students will use visual aids, media and tools of
technology to support oral communication
! Students will draft: determine how, when and whether to use visuals (e.g., illustrations,
charts, diagrams, photographs) or technologies (e.g., digital images, video) in lieu of or
in addition to written communication, logically introduce and incorporate quotes
! Students will select and incorporate ideas or information (e.g., from reading or other
learning), explaining reflections or related connections (e.g., identifying relationships and
own experiences, offering support for conclusions, organizing prior knowledge about a
topic)
! Students will communicate understanding of ideas or events
! Students will understand that writing can be used to make meaning of one's own
experience, as well as of other information/ideas
! Students will understand that writers need to document sources /give credit for the ideas
of others
! Students will write for a variety of authentic purposes and audiences: communicate
about the significance of personal experiences and relationships and communicate
through authentic literary forms to make meaning about the human condition
! Students speak using appropriate forms, conventions, and styles to communicate ideas
and information to different audiences for different purposes
! Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical,
connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape
meaning or tone
! Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over the
course of a text
! Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations
with diverse partners, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.
! Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric.
! Apply the Reading standards to the following range of text types, with texts selected
from a broad range of cultures and periods: Includes the subgenres of narrative poems,
lyrical poems, free verse poems, sonnets, odes, ballads, and epics
! playing instruments, moving, listening, reading music, writing music and creating music
independently and with others
! use knowledge of elements of drama to create and perform dramatic works in an
expressive manner
! describe and critique their own performances and the performances of others
! Describe and compare the characteristics and purposes of works of art representing
various cultures, historical periods, artists, and/or styles
! Purposes of Art- ritual, (celebration, commemoration), imitate nature (reflect the world
expressive (personal expression), narrative (make a point)
! Identify specific dramatic works viewed as belonging to particular styles, cultures, times,
and places
! Compare how similar themes are treated in drama from various cultures and historical
periods and discuss how theatre can reveal universal themes

! Compare and contrast how ideas and emotions are expressed in theatre with how ideas
and emotions are expressed in dance, music, and visual arts
! Analyze works of arts influenced by experiences or historical and cultural events through
production, performance or exhibition
! Describe and analyze the effects that works in the arts have on groups, individuals and
the culture

Connection to Science Standards:
! Science in Personal and Social Perspectives: Personal and community health;
population growth; natural resources; environmental quality; natural and human induced
hazards; science and technology in local, national, and global challenges

Connection to Arts & Humanities Standards:
! Manipulating elements in the music to explore expressive options (interpret)
! Critically listening to recordings of music (analyze, evaluate)
! Describe how expressive qualities (such as dynamics, tempo, articulation ,phrasing) and
their interpretive decisions convey creator’s intent (interpret)
! Students make sense of ideas and communicate ideas with the visual arts
! Students make sense of ideas and communicate ideas with music
! Students make sense of and communicate ideas with movement
! the elements of music, dance and drama are intentionally applied in creating and
performing
! apply the elements of music with technical accuracy and expression while performing,
singing, playing instruments, moving, listening, reading music, writing music and creating
music independently and with others
! expressively create and perform dramatic works
! explain how technical elements (staging, scenery, props, costumes, make
up, lighting, sound) and performance elements (acting, speaking, non-verbal expression)
create mood, believable characters and advance the message being communicated
! expressively use the elements of art, principles of design and a variety of processes in
creating artworks
! apply organizational structures and evaluate what makes them effective or not effective
in communicating ideas
! Students have knowledge of major works of art, music, and literature and appreciate
creativity and the contributions of the arts and humanities
! the arts are powerful tools for understanding human experiences both past and present
! the arts play a major role in the creation and defining of cultures and building civilizations
! the arts fulfill a variety of purposes in society
! the arts provide forms of nonverbal communication that can strengthen the presentation
of ideas and emotions
! compare, interpret and explain purposes for which music is created
! create new, listen to, choose and perform music to fulfill a variety of specific purposes

Vocabulary and Essential Points: Henry David Thoreau, Ralph-Waldo Emerson,
Environmentalism, Self-Sufficiency, Earth Day, Climate Change, Climatologist
Description of Lesson/Activities & Procedures:

The goal is to for students to celebrate the life of Henry David Thoreau and all that he
did for environmentalism. We want the students to realize the importance of taking care of our
environment and the ways that they are able to do so in their daily lives. In addition, students
will develop an awareness of the way that music and art delivers a message and encourages
community. This lesson encompasses many subjects. Science is incorporated as students learn
the importance of taking care of the environment. Both critical and creative thinking are
encouraged and incorporated as students explore the various approaches to deliver the
message of environmentalism while also explaining the historical importance of all that Henry
David Thoreau did for this message. Ask students how the play demonstrates this message?
Students are encouraged to incorporate several different approaches within the project.
Students may present their information in the form of, poetry/ballad, musical performance,
dramatic/theatrical piece, and artistically such as symbolic illustrations and photography.
Students are encouraged to unite together so that their voices are heard.

Activity 1: Introduction and discussion is very important for this topic. Warm up discussion
questions will encourage students to begin thinking about the life of Henry David Thoreau and
his way of life, ways to take care of the environment and the many ways harm to it influences
our lives. For instance, ask students what they think of when they think of ways to be kind to our
environment. Students are encourage students to reflect upon how they feel it is a chain
reaction once damage is done to the environment. Meaning, how does one action influence
another and so on and so forth. Empower the students by asking them what they can do to help
treat the environment with love and attention and how they may also raise awareness and
prevention to stop some of the damaging acts to our environment. Also, empower the students
by encouraging them to really take an interest and creatively present their project and outreach
campaign that encourages others to take care of the environment. This time may also be used
to have students work collaboratively to begin brainstorming for an outreach campaign to share
their message. Students are encouraged to begin sharing ideas and discussing ideas to include
the community. This will improve their skills on working collaboratively and also networking as
they begin to contact others in the community. This process will encourage to think of the ways
they wish to really make an impact and relay their message. For the first activity, students are
encouraged to brainstorm ways to creatively present the message of taking care of our
environment. Students are encouraged to recognize the ways in which Ralph Waldo Emerson
influenced Henry David Thoreau. Ralph Waldo Emerson encouraged individuality and finding
the truth within yourself. Ask students to ponder upon those in their lives that influence them
positively and impact their lives. Ask students also how they feel Ralph Waldo Emerson
challenged Thoreau. Also ask students to reflect upon Rachel’s role in the play. What is her
point of view?
In addition, encourage students to discuss the concept of disconnecting in order to connect. Ask
students to reflect upon the ways that technology is productive and non-productive. How did
Henry David Thoreau feel after his time spent on Walden Pond? How did it help him to realize
the many benefits of nature? Have students spent some time in nature without the use of their
cell phones or technology and then reflect upon the way they feel. Activity 1 is brainstorming
and working with others, while the activity 2 will have students focus on the information within
Walden. Activity 3 is the performance piece of the lesson.

Students are encouraged to raise awareness through various creative approaches. Encourage
students to reflect upon their audience as they design their project.

Activity 2: Activity 2 will have students write an informational text in which they discuss the life
of Henry David Thoreau. Students will reflect upon the Walden Play and all that it taught them
about his life, his message of environmentalism and also the influence of Ralph Waldo
Emerson. Students will reflect upon how the message of Henry David Thoreau (and the Walden
Play) promotes the message of environmentalism. Introduce quotes to the students to initiate
their thoughts on the topic. For instance, quotes may include the following by Henry David
Thoreau: “Our generation abandons the enterprises of another like stranded vessels.” Another
powerful quote to promote students to be proactive in taking care of our environment is as
follows, “Things do not change; we change”. This allows the students to feel that their actions
and message is incredibly important and necessary. Students should feel that their influence is
powerful on the future of our environment. Therefore, their understanding of the principles
presented in Walden is important, as it contributes to their creative delivery of their message
along with their outreach. Informational text is encouraged to introduce the topic with valuable
references to support the evidence and information. Then, students are encouraged to
incorporate various artistic ways of relaying and expressing their message. Drawings, paintings,
and photography to express this message are also strongly encouraged. Students will also learn
through this process that that there are various methods to present information and relay
messages. The project for this class will include an outreach campaign organized by the
students to encourage the importance of taking good care of our environment for our future.
Students are encouraged to reflect upon daily habits that they may incorporate into their lives in
order to do so. For instance, recycling, water preservation, and not littering.
This project encompasses critical and creative thinking as students begin to plan and organize
their project.

Activity 3: The project will be presented to their peers and teachers. In addition, students will
organize this project further and continue to raise awareness and they may wish to contact local
radio and newspapers. This will help the students to build communication skills and also feel a
part of something that is making an impact on the lives of so many people. It is our hope that the
students will feel inspired to collaborate and put together a project and/or campaign that really
relays all they’ve learned from watching Walden; in turn Henry David Thoreau and Ralph Waldo
Emerson. This may include their performance piece (Activity 1) in which students either perform
a ballad/song, recite poetry or a short story, present art work, and/or a theatrical piece. This
project encourages creative thinking and for the students to individualize their project in a way
they feel best presents the message. Students are encouraged to creatively express this
message and relay information in their safe and encouraging school environment.

Additional Resource Purdue Owl; How to write a Cinquain Poem
Method: Line 1 - a one word title (or 2 syllables)

Line 2 - a 2 word phrase that describes your title or you can just use two words (or 4 syllables)

Line 3 - a 3 word phrase that describes an action relating to your title or just actions words (or 6
syllables)

Line 4 - a 4 word phrase that describes a feeling relating to your topic or just feeling words (or 8
syllables)

Line 5 - one word that refers back to your title (or 2 syllables)

Rubric and Guidelines:
Demonstrates an
understanding of
artistic and
musical expression
as it relates to the
message of
promoting a
message
(Environmentalism)

Shows an
enriched and
strong
understanding of
Henry David
Thoreau’s
message as
portrayed by his
life principles and
shown in,
“Walden, The
Ballad of Thoreau”

Demonstrates an
understanding of
how their projects
will portray the
importance of
environmentalism;
understands how
music and art
express important
points.

Shows an
understanding of
the information
presented in the
Walden play and
Henry David
Thoreau’s
message

Shows somewhat
of an
understanding of
the information in
the Walden Play
and Henry David
Thoreau’s
message

Does not seem to
understand Henry
David Thoreau’s
message and the
way in which he is
a founder of
environmentalism

Understanding is Is able to
clear of how the
somewhat make
arts and music
the connection
express important
points

Demonstrates an
understanding of
information and
musical and art
expression
demonstrated in
the Walden Play,
but not entirely
connecting it to
their own project
design

An understanding
of the play and the
principles of Henry
David Thoreau is
not evident.

Project clearly
expresses the
importance of
taking care of our
environment

Very well

Needs some extra Exhibits little to
guidance
none of the
desired goal

Stays on Task and
works
collaboratively
while designing
project

Stays on task all
Stays on task
(100%) of the time. most (99-90%) of
the time.

Fairly well

Stays on task
some (89%-75%)
of the time.

Stays more off
task than on task.

